
I am an Idaho native with two daughters 
and three grandsons who make my life so 
enjoyable. I started beading after going to a 
craft show, buying a bracelet and thinking, 
I can do that! I love the challenge of putting 
those tiny beads into a design and working on 
color combinations. I have met many people 
who inspire me every day to continue designing 
and especially to enjoy my time while doing it. 
Visit www.facebook.com/kathy.simonds.3

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add a stop bead to 1yd of thread. Add SD, then jump through its second hole. Add M3, SD. Repeat adding 

M3 and SD until all 32 SD are added. After adding the last SD, jump to its second hole.
2. Add M3, pass through the open hole of the next SD. Continue adding M3 between SD for the length. After 

adding the last M3, remove the stop bead and tie a square knot against the tail. Pass through SD, jump to 
the second hole, then tie off.

3. Tie on 1ft of thread to the end of the bracelet. Exiting the SD at the end, add two SB, one end of the clasp, 
two SB, then pass through the second hole of SD. Jump to the first hole of SD and pass through all beads 
again for strength. Tie off. Repeat this step for the remaining end of the bracelet.

MATERIALS
32 SuperDuo (SD)
60 Melon Round, 3mm (M3)
10 TOHO 11º Round Beads (SB)
TOHO One-G Thread
Clasp of Choice
Bracelet as instructed measures approx. 6½”. 
Each additional SD/M3 segment adds approx ³⁄₁₆”.
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SIMPLE, STACKABLE BRACELET
Create a quick and easy bracelet with tons of texture 
using the 3mm Melon Rounds from Starman. 
Place a pair of Melon beads between SuperDuo 
beads for a fast and fashionable bracelet.

ABOUT THE ARTIST: KATHY SIMONDS

COLORWAYS:  Pink/Gold: SuperDuo Polychrome Copper Rose (364-25-94100); Melon Round 
3mm Matte Metallic Flax (287-03-K0171); TOHO Round 11° Bronze (TR-11-221).

IF YOU LIKE STEPPIN' OUT, YOU'LL LOVE STEP IT UP!
Expand upon the motif in Steppin' Out by adding 
CzechMates 2-Hole Brick and Crescent beads. 
Add sparking 2mm Firepolish and TOHO Demi 
Round beads to complete the embellishment. 

This TrendSetter tutorial is available from your local bead store.


